
HX Lighting is committed to providing our customers with the finest quality illumination 
available, and our  EcoHX™ line of high-performance LED bulbs exemplify that commitment. 
All of our EcoHX™ LED bulbs are engineered to meet the demands of commercial 
applications, while satisfying the most stringent efficiency standards. Our earth-friendly design
philosophy produces bulbs that contain no lead or mercury, while  reducing energy 
consumption by up to 85% versus incandescent bulbs.  Our LED bulbs provide excellent color
rendition and are available in Warm, Natural and Outdoor tones.

• Can be used indoors or outdoors at temperatures of -10°F to 110°F
• 50K hour life with 80% luminosity maintained over the life of the lamp
• Nickel-plated brass threads prevent corrosion in the socket
• Over 300 degree light distribution pattern
• Safe for use in enclosed luminaries
• Dimmable to 5% with recommended dimmers (T10 bulbs are non-dimmable)
• 36 month warranty

EcoHX™ LED Bulbs - R20/R30/R40

EcoHX™ LED Relector Floods and Spots are built to the same high-performance 
specifications as our   as "A” Type bulbs and Globes. They can be uses in recessed lighting 
fixtures and at any burn-position indoors and outdoors. EcoHX™ "R” series bulbs are ideal for
use in retail displays, offices, and medical facilities where lighting quality is paramount. They 
are all available in both Warm and Outdoor  tones, with the R-30 also available in pink*.

• Can be used indoors or outdoors at temperatures of -10°F to 110°F
• 50K hour life with 80% luminosity maintained over the life of the lamp
• Nickel-plated brass threads prevent corrosion in the socket
• Maintains light output in a wide range of temperatures and in any burn position
• Dimmable to 5% with recommended dimmers
• 36 month warranty

*Why Pink? 

Pink light makes meat, poultry, seafood and produce look more appetizing. This makes it the 
ideal choice for supermarkets, restaurants, and delicatessens. Pink is also an excellent 
choice for flower shops and bakeries or anywhere where perishables are on display. Pink is 
also a very flattering color. Interior designers often specify pink lighting in restrooms. waiting 
rooms and bedrooms.


